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Editorial
Another year tending the ruins draws to a close in October. A year not unlike 1348 when the Black Death ravaged
the neighbourhood as Mandy Richardson explores in her piece below. Lockdown gave nature its head and we were
unable to get going early in the year. However, extra volunteer days helped us to catch up in August and
September. With luck we will be able to get under way promptly in 2021. The Lottery events were sadly cancelled
or postponed, including the fully booked Conference, the Medieval Day and the Concert in Pitton (see diary dates
below). The sterling work put into preparing these will hopefully not all be lost, but nonetheless requires our great
thanks to our fellow volunteers and Committee for their continued achievements and enthusiasm. The plague has
also slowed down post excavation work. However, it is fortunate that we were able to meet on site . . . it's easy to
socially distance in 144 acres! Among good news is that the Clarendon Lecture, scheduled for 5 November marking
850 years since the murder of Thomas Becket is being rescheduled to next year. Some excellent new work has
taken place on glass from Clarendon (see below); we are rapidly approaching a very impressive 1000 followers on
the Clarendon Palace Twitter feed (Friends of Clarendon Palace) our delayed website, is nearing launch, thanks to
Eloise Kane and Mary South, and progress has been impressive on cataloguing several thousand photographs
taken on site in the last 90 years or so. Finally an eclectic edition of readable Newsletter articles, 'Clarendon
Clippings' came out during lockdown and is available from Mary South. Well done everyone!
Tom James

Corner Chair
Dear Friends
As I write this, the end of summer is approaching and
probably like you, we cannot really believe the events
of this year. The unusual times (trying to avoid the
use of unprecedented here) have affected our little
corner of England as well as the rest of the globe. A
big thank you to the weeders who managed to get to
the site and keep the vegetation under control. We
have had two late weeding sessions in September
trying to get the site ready for winter do let us know
if you can join in, when we return in the Spring.
Another casualty of these events has been the
postponement of our annual Clarendon lecture, but
we are planning for next year already.
So on behalf of the Committee we wish you a
wonderful autumn, enjoy the fresh air, and we hope
to see you all in the flesh soon,
Stay safe
Cindy Wood
The disappearing room! Sally Peel walked up to the
palace during Lockdown and took this photograph of the
encroachment that had taken place.
Committee members: Cindy Wood (Chair) Cindy.Wood@winchester.ac.uk; Mandy Richardson (Secretary)
A.Richardson@chi.ac.uk; Sylvia Jobson (Treasurer) clarendontreasurer2@gmail.com; Tom James (Editor)
Tom.James@winchester.ac.uk; Steve Hannath (Publicity); Elizabeth Eastlake (Committee member); Bridget Chase (Committee
member); Eloise Kane (Committee member); Maggie Navarette (Committee member).

Ivychurch Priory, also at Alderbury, was so badly hit
that just one canon lived to tell the tale - although it has
been suggested that they ‘simply… scattered’ when the
pestilence struck. The survivor, James de Groundewell,
brought news to Edward III in February 1349 that the
prior had perished alongside the 12 other canons, so that
electing a new prior was impossible. The king, who
received good reports of James’s character, pronounced
him ‘apt and fit’ to be prior, giving royal assent as if he
had been elected. By the following April, Groundewell
had proved him wrong by resigning.
Forests were often scenes of conflict from the 1350s,
and Clarendon was no exception. In 1356 three foresters
were assaulted at Alderbury by evildoers who then broke
the park pale so that the king’s deer escaped. Apparently
the occasional robber still lurked in the forest such as
William Danyell, who committed many violent
robberies, including ‘under Claryngdon Park’ c.1374,
like Henry Bailiff and an accomplice in the same year.
Concerning the park itself, it is noteworthy that the
concept of parkbreak, as in the formulaic ‘breaking the
king’s park’, gained strength in the post-plague period.
For Clarendon the first episode so termed comes in
1355, when 16 men with persons unknown, ‘by force
and arms broke the park of Clarendon and hunted deer
with cords, snares and other engines’.
Ivychurch Priory’s involvement in poaching highlights
the Black Death’s affects on such disorder – and the
calibre of the men chosen by the General Chapter of
Austin Canons to replace hastily those who had perished
in 1348-9. Previously, the priory’s ‘crimes’ included
assarting without licence (1246) and acquiring land in
mortmain (1334). But from the 1350s its canons are
found carrying out all manner of poaching activities and
other trespasses. In 1352-3 several entered Clarendon
Park with greyhounds and took the king’s beasts, while
the prior himself was accused of receiving John
Wirschop, ‘visiting the priory… with his greyhounds’ in
order to poach. In the same year the prior and canons
were caught supplying John Prior, glover of Salisbury,
with numerous deer pelts, and in 1356 they broke Joan
de Grimstead’s closes and houses in West Grimstead,
‘carried away her goods, and assaulted her… servants’.
Later, c.1360-1, Robert Sweyn and Peter atte Selos,
canons, were apprehended hunting rabbits in the park
with nets, and in 1369-70, four canons committed the
heinous and almost unheard of (at Clarendon) crime of
making a buckstall in a field, then driving deer into it
from the forest.
It is hard to imagine all this as we look across a
peaceful Clarendon Park from the palace site on
weeding days. However, at the time of writing the
reverberations of Covid 19, like the Black Death, seem
set to be felt for decades to come.
Mandy Richardson and Tom James

Clarendon in Times of Pandemic – and After

Netting and trapping - popular especially amongst those
hunting for fur (Gaston Pheobus, Livre de Chasse, 1387-9)
https://themedievalhunt.com/tag/medieval-hunt/
In these dark times it seems appropriate to examine
how an even worse pandemic – the Black Death affected Clarendon and its surroundings. Beginning with
the highest in society, Edward III and his household
locked themselves down at the palace, perhaps chosen
for its remoteness, in summer 1349. The court stayed
from at least 12 July to 12 August – a notably long
sojourn. Much of the king’s time was spent ‘working
from home’, including issuing countless orders
concerning the lands of deceased tenants in chief. But
this was the fallow buck season, so there must have been
hunting too, and Edward - no doubt accompanied by
well-chosen ‘bubbles’ of companions – probably availed
himself of his new and spectacular Lodge on the Laund,
built 1341-4 and almost certainly located opposite the
palace above what is now Queen Manor Farm.
Like today, the rich were best placed to afford such
isolation, although outside the park’s confines the
plague’s effects were not uniform. Some settlements
went almost untouched, but most villagers in West Dean
and East Grimstead perished so that the latter’s arable
went untilled in 1349, and only one ox team could be
mustered at Dean a year later. But the rather better
documented deaths of the more affluent indicate that
plague was not confined to these settlements. In West
Grimstead Alianora de Grimstead, who held the estate
after the death in 1347 of her husband Adam, forester for
Melchet, died probably of plague in 1348. (Her heir,
John, expired in 1362 during the ‘second pestilence’,
which may have been the more violent local outbreak
since at least five verderers perished.) The Heyras family
of Alderbury, long-time keepers of the king’s harriers,
appear also to have been devastated - Richard dying by
July 1349; his young heir William by October.
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discrete motifs on coloured pieces tie the grisaille
network together, of which the Palace’s blue fragment
may be one such piece. The blue fragment is labelled as
coming from the ‘North Annex’, part of ‘The King’s
Apartments’ (7c) with two other fragments (Eavis Nos.
80 & 81). The second of these (No. 81) is not grisaille
and may well be from a figural image as yet still
unidentified. The green fragments, one unprovenanced,
the other labelled ‘AC Beauchamps Glass Oct 36’
appear to be rectangular border pieces. The label
suggests that the origin was the Antioch Chamber (8). In
1936 three men, one referred to in Charlton’s letters to
Borenius that summer as Beacham/Beachamp, were
provided (by the estate?, so not unemployed workers) to
clear and tidy the Chamber and the area south of it
(Correspondence 1936). COVID put a halt to completing
my review of the glass at Salisbury so it may be that
further coloured glass and fragments other than grisaille
may still be hiding behind a mix of weathering product
and conservators lacquer. It remains a work in progress.
Cecily Cropper

Glassy Bits
What a privilege to be allowed access to the glass
from Clarendon. The assemblage is a rich seam of
treasure, bursting with 13th century painted window
glass, 18th century wine bottles and various early 20th
century containers some of which provide a connection
with the wider estate, but especially with King Manor
cottage within the palace perimeter. Reports on
approximately 300 fragments of both window and vessel
glass from the earlier 20th century excavations can be
found in the Clarendon Palace report (James &
Robinson, 1988) and also in Salisbury Museum’s
Medieval Catalogues (Part 3, Tyson, 2001; Part 4, Eavis,
2012). But all in all, there are now almost 1000
fragments, the majority picked up during estate fieldwalking and from spoil heap excavations during the
1990s and 2000s. An assessment (unpublished) was
provided for the latter in which two fragments of Roman
glass were noted, one from within the Palace site itself
and the other from the adjacent ‘Tilting Field’ within the
Inner Pale to the north.
These tiny pieces of
typical blue-green, well
preserved soda glass, come
from 1st/2nd century AD
utility bottles. The one from
within the Palace site, only
c.15mm sq., is a fragment of
base. It is of particular note
as it has been clearly
worked like a piece of flint,
resulting in two obliquelyangled edges that have created a small but sharplypointed corner, and a third edge has been retouched.
This intriguing fragment, with its slight basal curve, fits
comfortably between the thumb and third finger.
Re-working of Roman glass is actually well attested,
producing gaming pieces, decorative discs and
sometimes tools. A number of worked fragments from a
variety of vessels and a variety of dated contexts were
recovered from Colchester and Wroxeter for example
and this fragment from Clarendon Palace adds to a
developing discussion on the later re-use of this type of
early Roman glass (Cool, 2019,
http://www.barbicanra.co.uk/assets/roman_flint_glass.pd
f). As such it is a noteworthy mystery; how did it end up
within the centre of the Palace site? When was it
reworked? What was its purpose?
The collection of 13th century window glass is
severely weathered and mostly opaque. Where the core
can be seen it is generally colourless or naturally tinted.
But there are a few coloured pieces; there is a fragment
of blue (Eavis, 2012, 234, No.79 – see illustration and
photograph below) and two fragments of green. The
majority of the painted glass is mid-13th century
grisaille, a series of decorative or geometric shapes, not
always but usually of a foliate, vine-like design with
cross-hatching painted onto colourless glass. Sometimes

Eavis, 2012, 234,
No.79

FLINT – an available and versatile building material.
Within the upper sequence of chalk can be found flint,
a material that has had such a profound influence on
human development and the history of Wiltshire. It can
occur in a tabular form (thin and flat) or in a nodular
(lumpy) form, as shown in the pictures below.
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As almost pure
silica, it is very
hard and has been
useful as a
building material
as well as the raw
material for tools
and weapons. It
breaks with a
fracture that gives
rise to a sharp
edge but, with
skill, can also be shaped (knapped) to suit. At
Clarendon, the flint walls are up to 1.2 metres thick,
using the flint as it was found in the ground, ie nodular
in form. Thus it is called ‘proudwork’ with the flint
standing well proud of the lime, It was held together
with huge amounts of lime mortar (see newsletter Spring
2020).
So how was flint formed? It is almost pure silica,
which is the second most abundant element in the earth’s
crust. Whilst flint is found in bands aligned with the
original horizontal bedding planes of the chalk, it was
not formed contemporaneously with the deposition of
the chalk. Sometime after the initial deposition of the
chalk, and during the process of lithification (the process
of consolidation of the sediments into an indurate
(hardened) rock), the chemistry of the water within the
chalk changed, so that percolating waters dissolved the
silica within the sediments that were derived from the
siliceous skeletons of animals or plants such as sponges
and plankton.

sheer stresses at corners (quoins), which the flint was
unable to accommodate. This is demonstrated by
Clarendon Great Hall wall below. The remains of the
pillar bases as shown below are also squared with
dressed stone, either limestone or Hurdcott sandstone.

Great Hall end wall with quoins
Given the huge
numbers of flints
used to construct
Clarendon Palace
– where are they
all now? They
may well have
been recycled
locally as this is an
activity with a
very long history.
Flints are still
being used today
as they reflect part of
the vernacular
architecture of
Wessex. Today they
are more likely to be
used already set in preformed concrete
blocks to be pointed
up when the wall is
built. The example
(left) was seen before
the contractor noticed
the mistake in laying
the blocks!

Large flints seen on the Dorset coast
The chemical conditions changed again so that the
concentrated silica was precipitated out. It filled pore
spaces within shells etc. trapped within the chalk
sediment and, over time, grew to completely replace the
shell or burrow-fill to form a cast. The flint could
continue to grow and reached huge sizes as shown.
Building straight door and window openings with flint
was difficult especially making strong straight edges at
the end or corner of a wall. Stone, that could be cut
square, was therefore used and later on, brick. This was
an easier material to bed and overcame the problems of
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St Thomas Becket’s tomb/shrine in Canterbury-a
mystery?
https://stthomasofcanter
bury.com/portfolioitems/shrine-of-st-thomasofcanterbury/accessed01/09/

Pre-formed flint blocks with the bricks used for the
quoins.
Steve Hannath
Excavation Update?
Work is continuing on finds washing. We had two
excellent days with Bridget Chase in Salisbury. Electra
Bruce-Smith spent many hours on patient preliminary
labelling of some 1500 pottery sherds and roofing
materials. Further work on some of these artefacts was
carried out by Mary South. Almost all done now.
Eloise Kane and her family have progressed work on
the soil samples to rescue a multitude of animal and fish
bone fragments, seeds and other exciting additions to the
Clarendon corpus. These and boxes of other bones,
largely food waste, are en route to Exeter University
archaeology labs. Cecily Cropper is drawing together all
the glass from Clarendon from Roman to 1930s bottles
in a very valuable overview some of which is described
here with new perspectives and discoveries being made .
Fragments of carved stonework are being reflected upon
by experts. There is much to do. We now have finds and
reports to hand from the spoil heap work undertaken by
Context One prior to the trenches. Thank you everyone.

2020
Later this year we
will mark the murder
of St Thomas Becket
in Canterbury
Cathedral on 29th
December 1170 (or
thereabouts). Before
the lock-down
husband Peter alerted
me to a book he had
been working on in
Sarum College library as part of the re-cataloguing
exercise, which is taking place in Sarum and Salisbury
Cathedral. It was an original 1655 edition of William
Dugdale and Roger Dodsworth’s ‘Monasticon
Anglicanum’ with over 50 full page engraved
illustrations mainly by Daniel King,(with a few by the
better known Wenceslaus Hollar). Amongst the
cathedrals and monasteries depicted was this lone
picture, apparently of St Thomas’ shrine.
Dugdale(1605-1686) was a Warwickshire antiquary
and Dodsworth(1585-1654) a Yorkshire scholar. The
two joined forces sometime after 1615 to catalogue
those monastic churches and cathedrals which had been
dissolved and dismantled in the 1530s and 40s in an
attempt to preserve their memory. But they were High
Church Anglicans who, in the early 1650s when the
work was ready for publication, came into conflict with
the ruling Puritans of the ‘Commonwealth’. Thus they
could find no one to publish the book, so they were
forced to print it themselves and publish it in single
sheets, which buyers had to bind together
Dugdale and Dodsworth were also among a group of
historians and antiquaries who sought to draw on
original primary sources for their material. They
referenced charters and other similar documents which
they found in the Tower of London, the collections in Sir
Robert Cotton’s library and Thomas Howard, Lord
Arundel (1586-1646) and with those who had purchased

Archaeology and Demography of visitors?
Gently strimming the eastern earthwork of the Royal
Apartments, east of the crag of walling, the strimner
choked on what appeared to be knicker elastic.
Unravelling the tangled remains a label appeared: ‘34 Years. [Height 98-104cm] …… George.' . Shades of
the Black Prince's illegitimate son Roger being born
at Clarendon in 1356 crossed my mind... . On the back
among more varied code the label tells us ‘Hecho en
Bangladesh’ … ‘importado por walmart chile s.a.’ If
only all finds at Clarendon came so readily labelled.
Children are usually invisible in the archaeological
record. But here we learn of a child visiting
Clarendon Palace probably during 2020 after a walk
of at least two miles - and perhaps being caught
short? George, I am reliably informed, identifies the
source of this tough frilled elastic as an Asda
purchase. Perhaps we have identified one of the
youngest visitors to the slte, so turning an accident
into a fragment of social archaeology revealing a
unique demographic of our visitors?
Tom James
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https://www.york.ac.uk/news-andevents/news/2020/research/thomas-becket-shrine/
Dr John Jenkins, historical researcher on the
reconstruction team from the history department of
History and the Centre for the Study of Christianity and
Culture at the University of York, said: "Our CGI
reconstruction uses all currently available evidence to
reconstruct how the shrine could have looked. This
includes contemporary eye-witness accounts, surviving
fragments and information on the materials used and the
accessibility and location of the shrine within the
church". Such contemporary accounts describe it as
covered with gold leaf and jewels, and certainly if
pilgrim badges such as this one below are any indication
it was more ornate than the Cotton/Monasticon
engraving suggests.
So why the very plain representation? Could it be that
there was an attempt later in the 17th century to reinstate
the tomb in a manner more appropriate to the times?
Answers on a postcard please!
Bridget Chase

monastic or ecclesiastical properties after the
Dissolution. But where had they found a depiction of the
shrine for, by a Proclamation of 1538, Henry VIII had
ordered the complete obliteration of St Thomas’ name
and image from all liturgical books and ecclesiastical
buildings? His tomb in Canterbury cathedral was
smashed to bits. His bones were supposed to be
incinerated but their actual whereabouts still remains a
mystery. Perhaps this was a representation made of his
shrine before its destruction but if so was it accurate?
The University of Cambridge’s website gives a virtual
exhibition from its collections and includes this
illustration. The accompanying text describes the
drawing as ’Based on a drawing among the manuscripts
in Sir Robert Cotton’s library, this illustration was
incorporated into Roger Dodsworth and William
Dugdale’s influential Monasticon Anglicanum, the first
volume of which appeared during the Interregnum’
(https://exhibitions.lib.cam.ac.uk/reformation/artifa
cts/the-destroyed-shrine-of-st-thomas-becket/
accessed 3.9.2020). But the text attached to the
engraving does not explain why the shrine looks so
different from the descriptions of the original whose
design and construction were ascribed to Elias de
Dereham (d. 1245) and Walter of Colchester. It was
Elias who was later to be so heavily involved with the
construction of Salisbury Cathedral and is credited with
the building of a chapel for Henry III and the pavement
at Clarendon Palace.
After the excommunication of King John by Pope
Innocent III and his subsequent Interdict on England,
many bishops, including the Archbishop Stephen
Langton whose appointment had started the rupture, fled
to France only returning in 1216 when the Interdict was
lifted. The archbishop’s steward at the time was Elias.
After his return the Archbishop commissioned a shrine
for the bones of St Thomas Becket and the work fell to
Elias. The shrine was duly finished and in 1220 and the
bones were removed from their previous position under
the floor in Canterbury Cathedral’s crypt and placed in
the new shrine behind the high altar in the Trinity
Chapel. It was apparently supported by three pairs of
pillars and placed on a raised platform with three steps.

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search
/473470
Annie Robinson was the first lecturer in Medieval
Archaeology at the then King Alfred's College now the
University of Winchester. Among all her other duties
such as teaching archaeology and running excavations
she exercised her specialised skills as a ceramicist
dealing with the large deposit of pottery and roof
furniture which had lain unreported from the 1930s
excavations. She also rounded up the fragmentary
surviving unpublished site records (and some of the
extant site directors) from the 1930s and later which
enabled publication of the backlog in 1988. Sterling
work indeed. In this short piece she recalls something of
the horrors she encountered in the bowels of the British
Museum. Ed
A Night in the Museum!
Assessing the ceramics from Clarendon involved
visits to the British Museum where the finds were stored
in the basement collections. In order to access these I
needed to go via the Keeper of Medieval Collections (I
think that was the title) who at that time was John
Cherry. Each day he would jollily (I don’t think that’s a
proper word!) let me into the stores and then on exiting
lock the door behind him . So there I was all day - just

This reconstruction by the University of York shows
how it might have looked:
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me and the collections - and this was long before mobile
phones or the internet. The stores were racks of museum
boxes covered in a thick greasy layer of London dust
that hadn’t been touched for years - moving the boxes
left my hands grimy and the air full of hideous mots. My
daily view, apart from the boxes, was of the half
submerged windows at ceiling height of feet going by on
the street level pavement; it was a vey lonely
experience.
Each day just before 5pm John would come down to
let me out; until the day when he forgot. 5pm came and
went and much as I strained my ears I couldn't hear
anyone coming to let me out. My panic levels rose as I
contemplated spending the night in the company of the
museum collections - a bit spooky and mostly just
appalling because of the dust and discomfort. Then
sometime around 6pm one of the porters who was doing
a routine check of security opened the door - I wish I
could remember what he looked like just to know who
my saviour was. Next morning it was back to going
through the collections - John was a bit sheepish about it
although I suspect he also found it very amusing.
Annie Robinson
Butterfly Count 2020
With all the other activities last year (2019) the annual
butterfly count did not take place. One consolation was
that it was not good flying weather for most of the
summer - too hot and a spell of very wet weather in
June, when the first butterflies emerge. So it was with
some trepidation and forebodings that I returned for this
year’s count, at the end of July on a pleasantly warm day
with just a light breeze - perfect flying weather. I was
not disappointed. Altogether I counted 171 individuals
with a total of 17 species. As expected there were
fluctuations in the number of some species - only a
single Ringlet was seen, but the small blues were still
there and had slightly extended their range over the site
(see Autumn 2018 Newsletter). Since the site is mainly
grassland it is no surprise to find that most of our
butterflies belong to the Satyridae family that rely on the
grasses as their caterpillars’ food plants. The family can
be recognised by the distinguishing black eyespots on
their forewings, which contain either one or two white
spots. Two obliging butterflies stayed still long enough
for me to get two photographs to demonstrate.
This Speckled
Wood has only
one white spot
within the
black circular
patch, on the
tips of the
forewings.

. . . but this
Gatekeeper
has two
white spots
within the
black spots.

Fairies at the Bottom of Clarendon?
Returning to the site in late June 2020, due to
lockdown, it was with some trepidation that I
approached the task of extracting some tools from their
winter quarters, fearing they would be thoroughly
sodden after the wettest February on record. In fact
beneath their covering they were perfectly dry, and
something else had enjoyed a dry February there, as well
- a hoard of at least 50 shells appeared. Taking two
shells home to
discover more
about our winter
guest, the sight of
them on my desk
looked like a pair
of fairy clogs!
The angle of
the teeth marks,
around the edge of the hole, confirmed the suspicion that
this was either a wood mouse or a dormouse that had
moved in. However, dormice are untidy and throw away
their shells after a meal, but wood mice maintain a hoard
of nuts and leave the empty shells together. So our
winter lodger was a delightful woodland sprite - a wood
mouse, with big ears and big black eyes. They are
supposedly easily tamed.

Coincidentally a friend of one of our members
provided evidence of dormice in the area. Whilst
walking in woodland near the Clarendon estate, she
snapped this ‘feisty fairy’ confronting her on the
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footpath! Although the little dormouse bared its teeth,
this was more likely to be fear and/or appeasement than
aggression.

Our list of wildlife at Clarendon continues to grow
apace.
Mary South

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY - with luck!
Everything that was planned for this year has been put
back one year. Formats may have to change, but we are
hoping that everything will take place, so watch for the
Spring 2021 Newsletter for further details.

Clarendon Clippings
As the cover says, this is a collection of articles written
for our Newsletter by the members since the Friends
were officially constituted.
It approximately follows the work and research at the
site since the 1930s Borenius excavations, until last year
(2019).
It costs just £2.85 or £4.00 including p&p.
If you would like a copy contact Mary South email
maryflu1918@btinternet.com or by telephone:
023 80617182. Payment by cheque or BACS please.

APRIL CONFERENCE
'Hunting, Feasting & Pottery at the Palace in the
Forest: Snapshots of Medieval Clarendon’
MAY MEDIEVAL DAY and CONCERT at Pitton
NOVEMBER Clarendon Lecture
At present Michael Staunton is planning to carry his
lecture on Thomas Becket over to 2021.

All proceeds go to the Friends.
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